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DEMOGRAPHICS
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Population 42,286 91,827 221,544

Average HH 
Income

$82,960 $76,986 $79,127
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Features
AVAILABLE ±47,179 SF/±1.08 AC

SALE PRICE $1,095,000

IMPROVEMENTS Fully improved pad, utilities stubbed on-
site, compacted and graded with street 
improvements on Kingham Drive

TRAFFIC COUNTS Martin Way traffic counts 25,000+ VPD

ACCESS High visibility with access directly from lighted 
intersection adjacent to Winco Foods, Great 
Floors and Starbucks

PARCELS/ZONING Separate parcel without CCR’s or exclusivity 
issues – zoning allows most commercial uses 
– Thurston County MHDC (Mixed High Density 
Corridor)

LOCATION Excellent pad location in Lacey/Hawk’s Prairie 
area with great access to I-5 via Martin Way
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Kiemle & Hagood Company respects the intellectual property of others:
If you believe the copyright in your work has been violated though this Website, please contact our office for notice of claims of copyright infringement.  
For your complaint to be valid under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA), you must provide the following information when providing  
notice of the claimed copyright infringement: Identify the material on the Website that you believe infringes your work, with enough detail so that we 
may locate it on the Website; provide your address, telephone number and email address; provide a statement that you have a good faith belief that 
the disputed use in not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law; provide a statement that the information in the notification is accurate, 
and under penalty of perjury, that the complaining party is authorized to act on behalf of owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed; provide 
your physical or electronic signature. Upon receiving your complaint, Kiemle & Hagood Company will, upon review, remove content that you believe 
infringes your copyright if the complaint is found valid.
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